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Abstract: A side poirt $y, of a sequence (x,} is an accumulation point of t?ie set of v&es cf 
(xvr ) such that no subsequerxe of {x,} converges toy. z is a subcom urgent point of (xgg;) if
a subsequence of {x, ) conv. rges to z, it Is proved that a sequence sut h that every subsequence 
has a side p&nt has an uni.:Oi ntable number of side points; in a ?‘2-sp2 ce a sequence with a de- 
numerable number of sub::owergent points and such that every subsequence has a canvurgent 
subsequence has no side points. In a sequentially compact T2 space with a linear ordered local 
base at each point a sequence with an uncountable number of subcowergent points has a sub- 
sequence with a denumerab y infinite number of subconvergent points. An example is given to 
show that this is not ttue in general. Furthermore, it is proved that if a Tychonoff space X has 
the property that sequencer, without subconvergent points in X have no more t&an a denumer- 
able number of side points in gX - X then X 1s pseudocompact, 
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A side point, y, of a se~_xnce (x,) is an accumulation point of the 
set of values of (x,) sue;, that no subsequence in {x,) converges to 
y. The concept was discuss :d in [2 ] . A point y will be said to be’a side 
point of a topological space (X, 9 ) if y is side point of some sequence 
t x, ) of points on (X, 57) and y is not a convergent point of any se- 
quence of distinct points. This latter definition is due to J. Novak. In 
this paper we concern ourselves with questions of cardinahty of side 
points and su convergent points of sequences and re.!ations of these to 
Stonezech compactifications. First we dbserve that every point of 
e point of N = (n ), in ON. Thus a se uence may h:.3e P 
erge to at most one 
rgent poinl:s. 
vve sagr that 2 is a conver 
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be a sequence sucl tb;2t ever; riubse 
has an uncourrtab! : ilulmber of s 
roof. Assume (xpp ) has a den~~rnbe~bl~ rumber of si 
yl, y2, . ..) ynS ..- . There ex a. subsequence of {.~i 1 
uctively there exists a 
that :Q + I is not a side poi 
We note that under thz conditions of the theore 
have exactly c side points. Frolilk [ 11, p. 3341 has 
countably compact subset of oh containing N with c pain 
Tllis leads to an interesting question: Is there a compact Hausdorff 
space of power c each point of which is a side point? In connection with 
this .I. Novak has proved the folowing t 
eorem 2 (J. Novak). Let (X, CT) be a compact ausdorff space each 
point of which is a side point. Then the power ! X 1 Z H,. 
Consequer__ly if the: continuum hypothssis is used the answer to the 
above question is negative. 
At this point we intr{Dduce an early separation axiom of F. Riesz 
[15,p. 1191. 
efinitim 1. A topological spaGe (X, 7) is 7” if for x, _V E X such 
x, y E A’, there exists B c A such that x E B’ and y $ B’ and (X, 9) is 
also Tr. 
Frechet [ 10, p. 2041 noted that Tz -+ TR. 
We say that a sequence {x, ) in (X, 9) is subconvergent (highly diver- 
gent) if every (no) sir uence of (J:,J has a convergent subsequer ce. 
ace, sequences converge to at most one point and 
et a s~bconvergent sequence (x,) 
vergent points z r , z2, . . . , z,, . . . 
al space (X, 9) satisfies 
to at most one point. 
o md every sequentially closed set is closed. 
S, and if x E .A’, there exists a sequence of points 
of A converging to X. 
We note that the term sequ~ntr~: is often used for spaces uch that 
every sequentiahy closed set is clc’sed and tile term F: Gchet is often 
used for spaces having the prol)erry if x E _4’, thea : exists a sequence of 
points of A cc ,;verging to X. 
llary 3. A denumerable TR compact space is an S, space. 
Since T2 + TR r the above results are true for Hausdorff spaces. 
Following Example 1 it is shown that Theorem 3 is not true in gen- 
eral with the denumerability condition omitted. 
eorenl4. Let (X, 9) be a maximally compact space with a firrite 
r of accumulation points. Then (X, 7 ) satisfies S, and TR . 
Let (q, z2, z3, . . . . z, } = A ‘o Assume there is, no subset of A such 
that zk is the sole limit point. Then (A N [z,] ) U { [z,] : i # k) is a com- 
pact subset and hence closed contrary to zk E A’. Hence there exists a 
sequence of points of A converging to zk_ S6 and TR are then satisfied, 
We note that the exz:mple M, of Franklin [8, p- 541 is a denumerabfle 
maximal compact spacl: which is S, but not S, or TR. 
In a later section we will give examples to show the independence 
of the condition every compact subset is closed. 
ere has bt cn a renewed interest in SL; spaces. See especiahy [ 61, 
1 and the refe [21. The author 121 had 
at in S, spaces vergent sequences have n 
points. The next theorem introduces a limitation on tne number of sitile 
points of an arbitrary sequence. 
corolky of a theorem of 
s cardinality not greater t
have precisely c side points. 
We conclude this sectlo by expressing si e points of a se 
te~~rns of filters. 
.,eorem 6. y is a side point of the sequence (A-,} iff t 
,:s;ociated wi th (xn ) ha a finer filter convergipa(= to y b 
vrith a denumerable base converging to y. 
cc 4. Let 9 be the FrCchet filter with base [A-, , x2, . . . . xk, . . I, 
t 2“. , x 3, --*, Xk, . ..I , . . . . IX,, x~+~, -.., x,, ..,I, . . . . If 9 has a finer count- 
ai_>’ filter converging to J* there would be conver ent subsequence of
.” .- ; ) converging to y. Since y is an adherent p tt oi 9 there is a filter 
ir. 1 +an.9 converging to y. Conversely if a filter finer than 9 con- 
vc to y, y is an adhe*rent point oi’ 9 and hence an accumuEation 
PO.‘. + f the set of values of (x,) . If y were a convergent point of 
(xn) the Frechet filter the conv:rgerrt subseqllence would be a 
fher filter than 9 conve 
Given a subconvergent sequence of tints on the real line with an 
uncountable number of subconvergent points It is always possible to 
find a subsequence with a denumerable infinite numbe of subconver- 
gent points. However, Example 1 shows that this is not true for an arbi- 
trary topological space. 
7, Let (X, 7) be a sequentia ace 3with a line- 
arly ordered hocal base at each point. 
countable number of s nvergent points, then {xn) has a subse- 
queuce ith a denume ber of su~conve 
e fo~~ow~~g lemma useful. 
‘onstruct a subsequence 
enumerable base at 
re exists m such that 
convenes either to some Zi or .: and an infinite number of zi are 
subconvergen t points of ( wj } . 
Lemma 7 has another interesting consequence. 
T) be an S5 space with a linearly oral sled local base 
n (X, 9) is first countable. 
We omit the proof as this is a special case of a theorem of P. Meyer 
[I?]. 
We note that Alexandroff and Urysohn [ 1, g. 531 t;sed the term kap- 
pa point for subconvcrgent point. They raised the question as to the 
existence of a compact T2 space without kappa points. Tech [4] showed 
that /3N was such a space. 
quences an tone&A compactifications 
If X is real compact no non-trivial sequence in PX - X converges in 
OX - X. If X is locally compact and u-compact OX - X is an F-space so 
non-trivial sequences do not converge in /3X - X. If X is an F-space then 
PX is an F-space and again no non-trivial sequence converges in OX* The 
above results can be obtained from Gillman and jerison [ 121. We ad- 
dress ourselves to the question of when se uences in X converge to a 
point in OX - X. or the next theorem we use a condition of Zenor 
Ml. 
Let a Tychonoff space (X, 9) have the prope 
‘o’nt zero sets. 
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taining the points of (Zi) ZUXI yi & 2; by the condition of s@eorer 
points of (zi ) and ( J:‘i ) are in disjoint zero sets and_ 
joint closures in PX co~~trad~ct~~g that (x, ) converges. 
By similar metho& me may prove that if the points of a sequence 
form a zero set in X, then the sequence does not converge in /3X. Zenor 
[ 161 showed that the h:ondition of Theorem 9 was a necessary and suffi- 
cient condition for a pseudo-compact Tychonoff space to be countably 
compact. 
eorem 1 each highly divergent sequence in a Tychor,off space X 
OC *A -A-C &LUU IL” lll”lU an a denumerabie number of side points in flX * X then 
(X, 77) is pseudocompact. 
roof. We prove that X has no C-embedded copy of N (see Cillman and 
Jerison [ 121). A C-embedded copy of N is C*-embedded in X and hence 
in /3X. So PN C PX and by the condition of the theorem /3NI C X where 
N, 2s an infizite subset of N (see [ 12, p. 97 J ). So N is not C-embedded 
in x. 
e will first show that in an SO space a sequence may have an un- 
countable number of subconver ent points and yet have no subsequence 
with a denumerably infinite number of subconvergent points. For this 
purpose we use the example q in Gillman and Jerison [ 12, p. 791 due 
to J. Isbell. 
E_iampEe 1. Let 8 be an infinite maximal family of infinite subsets on 
N such that the intersection of any two 
infinite number of subsequential limit points. 
e note that the above example is firs) countable and not sequential- 
ly compact. The one point compactificatlon of \k is sequentially com- 
p ,ct but c:lea.rf  can not have a linearly ordered local base 9: rhe addi- 
tlonal point by Theorem 8. 
*IA PVQ~~~L Q  shows that denumerability is needed in Theorem 3 11110 “JWzrr,y.V G.UJ” 
as the additional point is a side point of N. 
Example 2. The topology of countable co.,nplements satisfies the condi- 
tion that every compact subset is closed but does not satisfy PR. 
Example 3. The maximal compact space of Balachandran [see Mathe- 
matical Reviews 10 (1949) p. 3901 satisfies TR but not T2 (Theorem 4). 
The next example is a minor modification of an example due to 
Cullen [ 5 ] . 
Example 4. Acid a new point c to the reals and let X = R u [c] and let 
T be open in X if either 
(a) T is open in R or 
(b) T is the czmplement of a denumerable compact subset of 14. 
(X. 8) has compact subsets that are not closed but satisfies Tn. 
The next example is one of a sequence in an S, space having precisely 
c side points. We consider the space of Baire functions. 
et {fa,,r,,r3:rl <:r2<r3, rl,r21r3 E 12) cods f con- 
unctions on the reals such that 
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Let D, consist offiite sums of 
consist of limits 
vergence and let 
using pointwise convergence. IncIuded in 
type f(x) = 1 for x a member of a dense set of TiItionaiS and such that 
f(x) = 0 otherwise. Thus a sequence that includes members of D, has c 
side points. 
Finally the author wishes to thank the r.;feree and S.P. Franklin for 
their many valuable suggestions. 
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